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                                                                    Candidate’s no………………………. 

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION AND VOCATIONAL TRAINING 

PANKUMBI SECONDARY SCHOOL 

FORM ONE TERMINAL EXAMINATION 2019 

BASIC MATHEMATICS. 

TIME:  HRS. 

INSTRUCTIONS. 

 1.This paper consists of three sections A and B. 

2.Answer all questions in sections A and B. 

3.Show all steps clearly. 

4.Except for diagrams that must be drawn by pencil and labeled in ink, all writings must be in blue or 

black ink 

5.Write your number (Examination number) on every page of your answer sheets.                                . 

 

SECTION A 

1. Write 5006537 in words. 

2. Write 6.74 in expanded form. 

3. Change the order of 392856 make the possible value of 

    (a)The largest possible number. 

    (b)The smallest number. 

        4.Find the sum of two least common multiply of 2,3 and 4 

        5.What is the place value of 7 from 647046 

        6.Write down the next three counting number after 6999 

        7.If p = 0.7˙ and q =0.4˙ Find the exact value of p/q 

        8.Express 0.441441441   as ratio of integers. 

        9.Write 0.008138 to 3 significant figure. 

        10.Round off 0.699 to thousandth. 

        11.Approximate 699.704 to the nearest whole number. 

        12.Estimate 521 to the nearest hundreds and 29 to the nearest tens.  

              Hence find the product of the estimation. 
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        13.How many number of integers are there in -10˂ Z ≤8 

         14.Two thousands four hundreds shillings are deposited by a teacher each month. 

                How much is this after two years. 

         15.Express 0.2˙01˙ in from a /b where  and b are integer b ≠0 

         16.Simplify 4(b-7c) – 2(b-6c) the following by collecting like terms. 

         17.Given x:y =3:2 Evaluate 5x-y/3x-2y 

         18.Find the difference between the LCM and GCF of 12, 24 and 36. 

         19.Arrange the following fraction in ascending order 1/3, 1/2, 4/5. 

         20.Convert 4095m into Km. 

SECTION B : 

         21.Using number line find the sum 3+(-8). 

         22.Round off each of the following ones places value L =20.354 , M=43.783, N=10.789 

                Use the result obtained to find the value of  X =LM /N 

          23.Given the number 4569752 round off  the number to 

                       (i)Nearest ten thousand 

                       (ii)Three significant figure. 

           24.Find the ratio of GCF to the LCM of 12, 18 and 24. 

           25.If x =0.3˙ and y =3.2˙1˙ Find z =x+y hence express z a fraction in lowest term. 
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